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Abstract 
Sridharan, S., On the Berge’s strong path partition conjecture, Discrete Mathematics 112 (1993) 
289-293. 
It is proved that for every k-optimal path partition of a digraph in which each component contains 
at most one cycle, there exists a partial k-coloring which colors strongly every path of the partition. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (X, U) be a directed graph. When the direction of an arc (x, y)~ V is not re- 
levant we call it an edge xy oryx. We follow the notation and terminology of Berge [l]. 
A path is an elementary (directed) path in which all vertices are distinct. For a path 
P, we also write the set of vertices of the path by P. A partition of the vertex set into 
paths is called a path partition. 
By a partial k-coloring of G, we mean a set of k mutually disjoint stable sets 
(possibly empty) S1, S2, . . . . Sk. A vertex XESi is assigned the color i. The maximum 
number of vertices of an induced subgraph of G which can be colored in k colors 
is denoted by c(~. 
We need the following definition. 
Definition. Consider a partial k-coloring and a path P of G. We say that P is strongly 
co/ored or the partial k-coloring is strong for P if the number of different colors 
represented in P is equal to min { k, 1 P I}. 
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Let k 3 1 be an integer. For a path partition .Y = (Pi, P2, . . . , P4) set 
i=q 
&(P)= 1 min{k,IPi/). 
i=l 
A partition P’=(Pr,, Pz), . . ., P4,) is k-finer than 9 if &(P’)<&(P) and 9’ is 
k-optimal or k-jinest if there is no k-finer partition than 9’. 
For a path P, a vertex XEP is said to be at level k if the subpath from x to the 
terminal vertex of P contains exactly k vertices. The kth level vertex of P is denoted by 
l,(P) and we let 
&(P)={lk(P1)r ~k(P2),...Jk(PJ}. 
The following theorem is due to Gallai and Milgram [6] 
Theorem 1 (Gallai and Milgram [6]. For a directed graph G, the minimum 
number of paths partitioning the vertex set is less than or equal to the stability 
number CC. 
The following theorem has been proved independently by Gallai [S] and Roy [9]. 
Theorem 2 (Gallai [S] and Roy [9]). The chromatic number y(G) is less than or equal 
to the number of vertices in a longest path. 
In order to unify the theorems of Gallai-Milgram and Gallai-Roy, Berge posed the 
following conjecture. 
Conjecture (Berge [2]). Let G be a directed graph and k an integer such that 
1 <k < max 1 P) where the maximum is taken over all paths of G. Then for every 
k-optimal path partition of G there exists a partial k-coloring which is strong for all 
paths of the partition. 
For k= 1 we obtain a stronger form of the Gallai-Milgram theorem due to 
Linial [8] (see also Berge [3]) and for k=max ( P( we have a stronger result of 
Theorem 2 proved by Berge [2]. 
We also note the following question raised by Linial [7]. 
Question (Linial [7]). Does there exist a path partition .P such that &(P)<cQ? 
Berge [4] calls his conjecture ‘The strong path partition conjecture’ and 
the affirmative statement of the above question ‘The weak path partition 
conjecture’. 
In [2] Berge proved his conjecture for several families of graphs. In the present 
paper, the conjecture is proved for connected unicyclic graphs (graphs containing 
exactly one cycle). 
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We shall first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let T= (X, E) be a tree and k 3 2 an integer. Then for every path partition 
of T, there exists a partial k-coloring of T which colors strongly each path of the 
partition. 
Proof. Let P=((Pl,P2 ,..., P4) be a path partition. Let the color set be { 1,2, . . . . k). 
For each i=l,2,..., q assign the color j (1 <j< k) to the vertex lj(Pi), the jth level 
vertex of Pi. We call this assignment of colors to Pi (i= 1,2, . . . . q) ‘The initial 
assignment’. 
The initial assignment need not be a partial k-coloring of T. 
To make it a partial k-coloring construct a tree T(9) as follows. 
T(g)=(X’, E’) where X’={pl, p2, . . . . pq > and E’ = { pipj ( there exists an edge join- 
ing a vertex of Pi and a vertex of Pj}. We consider T(Y) as an arborescence by fixing 
a vertex, say pl, as the root. We say that Pj is a descendant (ancestor ) of Pi if pj is 
a descendant (ancestor) of pi in T(9). 
Let Di={yl there exists a path of cardinality i from the root p1 to y} and e an 
integer such that D, #8 and D,, 1 =0. For each i= 1,2, . . . , e consider the 
edges pjplEE’ with pjEDi_ 1, p,EDi. Here pj is the parent of pr in T(9). If the 
corresponding edge of T joining a vertex of Pj and a vertex of P, join the same 
color vertices (say c) then perform the following exchanges of colors in P, to have 
a partial k-coloring of T. 
If c 3 2 and I P, ) 3 2 then exchange the colors c and c - 1 in P,. 
If c= 1 and I P,I 22 then exchange the colors 1 and 2 in P,. 
If I P,I = 1 then replace the color 1 by any other color. 
These exchanges will result in a partial k-coloring of T since T has no cycle. Note 
that the initial assignment to the path P1 corresponding to the root p1 is not changed 
at all and the initial assignment of all Pi(i> 1) is exchanged at most once. 0 
We are now ready to prove the main result. 
Theorem 3. Let G = (X, U) be a graph in which every connected component contains at 
most one cycle and k > 2. Then for every k-optimal partition 9 = (PI, P2, . . ., P4) there 
exists a partial k-coloring which colors strongly the paths of 9’. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the theorem for connected graphs. By virtue of Lemma 
1 we may assume that G contains exactly one cycle and that the length of the cycle 
is 33. 
Let kB3 and 9=(P1,Pz,..., P4) be any path partition of G. If the induced 
subgraph (L,(9)uLz(9)u~.. u Lk(9)) does not contain the cycle then by Lemma 
1 the theorem holds. 
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Suppose that the induced subgraph ( L1 (9)~ L2(9) u ... v L:k(Y)) contains the 
cycle C. We may further assume that no (Pi) contains the cycle. Otherwise by 
Lemma 1 we are done. 
We distinguish the following cases. 
Case 1. There is an edge X~EC with x =li(P,), y=lj(P,) and 1 i-j] 22. 
Let j>i. G-xy is a tree. Consider the partial k-coloring of G-xy following the 
procedure described in the lemma, by taking p, as the root of the arborescence. Since 
the initial assignment of colors to P, is not changed and the colors i and i+ 1 of the 
initial assignment of P, are exchanged at most once, this partial k-coloring of G - xy is 
also a partial k-coloring of G. 
Case 2: There is an edge XYEC with x = li(P,), y = lj(P,) and ) i -j ( = 1. 
Let j = i + 1. As in Case 1, consider the partial k-coloring of G - xy by taking pr as 
the root. If x and y have different colors then we are done. 
Let x and y have the same color. Then x and y are colored with i. 
If i > 1 then exchange the colors i - 1 and i + 1 in the initial assignment of P, (instead 
of the exchange of colors i and i + 1 in the initial assignment of P, which had been done 
during the partial k-coloring of G-xy). 
If i= 1 then exchange the colors 1 and 3 in the initial assignment of P, (instead of 
1 and 2 which had been done) if l,(P,) is adjacent to a vertex of color 1 in P, or 
exchange 2 and 3 in the assignment of P, if l,(P,) is joined to a vertex of color 2 in 
P, where P, is the parent of P,. 
If for every son P,, (if it exists) of P, the edge x’y’ with x’EP, and Y’EP,,, join 
different colors then the procedure stops. Otherwise we exchange the color of y’ with 
any other color in P,, if ) P,! / B 2 or simply replace the color of y’ by any other color if 
IP,,l=l. 
By continuing this procedure we finally arrive at a partial k-coloring of G. 
Case 3: The edges of the cycle join the same level vertices. 
Take an edge xy belonging to the cycle where x = Ii( y= li(Ps) and consider the 
partial k-coloring of G - xy, by taking P, as the root. Let x and y be assigned the same 
color i and let lj(P,)lj,(P/) be an edge of G where P, is the parent of P,. Suppose that 
lj(P,) and lj,(Pf) be assigned the colors c1 and c2 respectively in the partial k-coloring 
of G -xy. We must have ci # c2. If iE{ cl, c2} then exchange the colors i and c3 in 
P, where c3${c1,cz}. If i${c,, cz} then exchange the colors i and ci in P,. These 
exchanges are done in the induced coloring of P, of the partial k-coloring of G - xy. 
Then as in Case 2, we exchange the colors (if necessary) of the descendants of P,. This 
completes the case of k >, 3. 
Suppose now that k= 2. Consider a 2-optimal partition g=(P,, Pz, . . . . P4) such 
that (L,(Y)u L2(.9?)) contains the unique cycle C. 
The following cases can occur. 
Case 1: 1 Cl is even. 
Color the vertices of the cycle alternately with colors 1 and 2. For each path Pi with 
Pin C # @ and which is not yet strongly colored assign the following coloring. Choose 
a vertex x~Pi - C. x is colored with 1 (2) if 2 (1) is already represented in Pi. NOW color 
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each Pj with Pjn C=@ as in the lemma. 
Case 2: 1 C 1 is odd. 
Subcase 2 (1): There exists Pi such that Pi n C #0 and 1 Pi 12 3. 
Color /3(Pi) with color 2. Now consider the acyclic graph G-a with a~PinC. 
Assign a partial 2-coloring for the partition (PI, P2,..., Pi-l, I1(Pi)U12(Pi)-a, 
pi+l, ***9 P4) according to the lemma by taking 1r (Pi)u lz(Pi)-a as the root. This 
gives a required strong coloring. 
Subcase 2 (2): For each Pi with 1 Pi I> 3 we have Pin C = 0. 
Since I C I is odd, C has a directed path of cardinality > 3. Let P be such a path. Then 
(P, PI-P, Pz-P, . ..) P,-P) is a 2-finer partition than 9, a contradiction. Thus all 
cases have been considered and the proof is complete. 0 
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